Abstract
Introduction
Properties of distributed computations can be expressed as "paths" their control flows have to follow, or as general predicates some of their global states have to verify, in order for the property to be satisfied. We adressed the first approach in [9, 131 , and are here interested in the second one. Ideally a distributed computation 2 satisfies a property @ if it passes through a global state satisfying the predicate associated with a. Unfortunately, because of the uncertainty characterizing distributed computations, (due principally to the asynchrony of channels), we are incapable of determining the global states through which the computation actually passed.
If the property we want to detect is stable (once true in a global state the associated predicate remains true in all future global states) the previous remark is not a drawback. The Chandy-Lamport's snapshot algorithm [ 3 ] can be superimposed on the underlying computation to compute global states until the predicate is verified by a global state. If the property is unstable, the problem becomes more complicated as a snapshot algorithm cannot be used, because it can deliver a sequence of global states that has "gaps" corresponding exactly to those global states in which the unstable property holds. Cooper and Marzullo adressed this problem in [4] and provided two meanings to the sentence 'Does a computation E satisfy property @ ?'. They considered the set of all global states which could be generated by a distributed computation and the set of all possible sequential executions that can be associated with this computation. These executions -usually called observationsstructure theset of all global states as a lattice; A distributed computation 2 satisfies POS @ (denoted R b POS a), if Only relevant events, composing R, are represented (they are the black events of Figure 1 ). Arrows show causal dependences ($) that will be used to define weak and strong precedence relations on local states.
Precedences between local states
Let r: be the xth relevant event produced by Pi; it provoked a local state change from s:-' to s; = nezt(s:-') (let sp be the initial local state of Pi). Contrary to events that are usually considered instantaneous, local states have a duration: s : lasts from r: (included) till r;+l (not included). If Pi terminates s~' '~ will denote its last local state.
As an example, consider a process P; with two local variables X1 and X Z and only one of them, say XI, is relevant i.e. appears in the global predicate we are interested of the basic events executed between r: and riZfl as these events are irrelevant).
Two precedence relations can be defined on local states: makes Pi progress from si to nezt(si) and constitutes the label of this edge. A sequential observation 0 of the distributed computation 2 represents a consistent view an external sequential observer could have. It is a sequence: of consistent global states and relevant events such that:
Clast --( s P S t , . s p s t , . . . , SF")) [ A non-sequential observation [lo] allows an observer to "see" several independent relevant events at the same time. Formally, it is a sequence of global states and sets of relevant events Cosr'C'sr2CZ . . , Ci-lsriCa . . .Clast such that:
0 Sri is a non-empty set of independent events that do not precede the events of s r k , for all k < i (in terms of order theory sr is an antichain of E>.
0 Ca is the global state obtained fromCi-' by executing all events of sr'.
The Cooper-Marzullo's approach
Cooper and Marzullo based on sequential o_bservations the satisfaction, by a distributed computation R, of an unstable property 0 expressed as a predicate on aglobal state4. As noted in the introduction such an approach has feasibility limitations as it requires to buildthe lattice (which can include R(kn) global states, k being the maximum number of relevant events produced by a process).
The answer to P O S 0 does not depend on the way an observation is modeled (the answer is positive if there is a state in the lattice verifying 0 Figure 3 (s: , sf, si) is inevitable.
Relevant events and inevitable global states are the right abstractions to solve problems involving global states shared by all observations. Inevitability characterizes the greatest set of global states seen by all observations. Inevitable global states allow to state an interesting observation-independent definition for satisfaction of a property by a computation E. Proper satisfaction is defined as 0 being true at the same "point" for all observers: Both P O S @ and P R O P @ are observationindependent, but, as we will see, detection of P R O P @ can be done efficiently, without building the lattice.
A necessary and sufficient condition and Clast).
Let C = (SI , . . . , sn) be a global state (distinct from CO 
Proof:
This proof considers only sequential observations and supposes processes have infinite behaviors. It can easily be extended to non-sequential observations and finite behaviors of processes.
Let C = (sl, . . . , si, . . ' , sn) be an inevitable global state, r; be Pi's event that produced si, and r; be Pj's event that produced nezt(sj).
Consider C' = (. . . , nezt(sj), . .). Any sequential observation contains I; (by hypothesis) and such a C' (because each observation includes all events and so r; ) and C appears before C' (as s i is produced by Pj before n e z t ( s j ) ) ; consequently ri appears before r; within this observation. Moreover this is true for any couAs C is inevitable the previous remark is true for all observations. It follows that for all observations: V i , j: ri appears before (. . Let r: be Pi's event that produced Sir r:' be Pi's event that produced n e z t ( s ; ) and ry be Pj's event that produced n e z t ( s j ) . As 0 includes all events it includes T : , r:' and ry it follows that Cl(i) and C2(j) exist. C1 (i) appears in 0 after r: and before r:'; C2(j) appears after $'. Moreover r: 5 ry (because si 4 n e z t ( s j ) ) ; it follows that ~l ( i ) precedes C2(j) in 0.
As by hypothesis V i , j : si n e z i ( s j ) we haveVi, j : r: 5 r;; consequently any sequential observation 0 is such that:
with n-uples (il , . . . , in) and (jl , . . . , jn) being permutations of (1 , . . . , n). It follows that the global state Y is C = (SI,. . .,si,. . ' , s,,).
0

Detecting weak precedence
The previous characterization (theorem IGS) of inevitable global states is purely theoretical. In order to use it in detection algorithms we need an equivalent operational characterization. This Section presents an appropriate vector clock mechanism which associates a timestamp with each local state; these timestamps allow to decide whether two local states are related by 4 or not.
Introduced simultaneously by Fidge [6] and Mattern 1163, vector clocks constitute an operational tool to encode dependency and concurrency of events of a distributed computation. We associate here vector clock timestamps with local states in the following way: (Other relations and formulas concerning local states can be found in [7] ; among them:
4
Thanks to the formula (F) introduced in Section 3.3, it is easy to design an algorithm that detects inevitable global states. A FIFO channel is added between each process and a monitor M . Each time a new local state begins, P; sends to M a control message composed of the local state and its timestamp. The monitor is equipped with n queues Qi which store incoming messages from each process Pi. M uses IGS to detect inevitable global states.
The protocol executed by the monitor is an adaptation of an algorithm defined by Garg [ 113 to detect a largest antichain (here a n-uple of local states satisfying condition IGS) in a partially ordered set given its decomposition into its chains (here the sequences of control messages received from each Pi and stored in queues Q,).
Underlying principles
In order to detect inevitable global states, Garg's algorithm is adapted in the following way. Qj is the sequence of timestamped local states received in order from Pi; head(Qj) denotes the first local state of Qi; tuil(Q; denotes thesequenceQ; without its first element; nezt'(s; denotes any successor of si including s i itself.
Tests to decide whether two local states are related by a precedence relation are done on their timestamps, thanks to formula (F) introduced in Section 3.3. To make the algorithm easier to understand we suppose the queues Q; have been filled up by processes. This version can easily be adapted to work on the fly, with processes filling their queues as they progress.
In Garg's algorithm heads of the queues are checked to see if they form a consistent global state (a largest antichain). Its adaptation to detect inevitable global states (that are always consistent, see Section 3.2) is based on the two following observations:
1. Let C = ( . . . , s i , . . . , s j , . . . ) -7naz(v,, v ( m ) ) 
The algorithm
The algorithm is described in Figure 4 . For any queue Qi, si (respt. n e z t ( s ; ) ) is a synonymous of head(Qi) (respt. head(tail(Qi)) ). Moreover to simplify the description of the algorithm we suppose nezt(sPSt) = siQst.
3 Properties
The safety property indicates consistency of the detection: if the algorithm claims C inevitable then it is. The liveness property states that if a global state is inevitable then the algorithm will detect it. Proofs of these properties can be found in [8].
Time complexity
Let Ici be the number of local states (including sp and s i Q S t ) of process P; and 11 = m a z i ( k i ) .
If we eliminate the statement if newchanged = 0 then . . fi we obtain an algorithm whose structure is the same as Garg's one. Garg showed, in [ll] , that the time complexity of this algorithm is O ( n z K ) comparisons. Each comparison is here on 2 integers.
Consider now the algorithm without the loop includ- Consequently O( n311) constitutes an upper bound on the number of comparisons of integers needed by the algorithm.
Conclusion
This paper presented the concept of inevitability for global states of a distributed computation E. As seen by all possible observations of E, an inevitable global state is observation-independent. Inevitability has be characterized by a necessary and sufficient condition; moreover deciding at run-time about inevitability can easily be done by associating vector clock timestamps with local states. Inevitability characterizes the maximal set of global states for which all possible observers agree they have been passed through by the distributed execution.
Inevitability has been used to give a precise meaning to the question "Does this computation satisfy property @ ?". The interest of this meaning is in its being observerindependent. Moreover an efficient algorithm to detect inevitable global states has be presented.
Inevitable global states can be used to solve other problems. Among them there are the definition of particular checkpoints [20] (as contrary to global states defined by a snapshot algorithm [3], an inevitable global state has necessarily been passed through by the actual execution) and the definition of concurrency measures [17] (as an inevitable global state results from synchronization constraints that can reduce potential parallelism).
